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:Il~.srrz/c~t: We consider four-dimensional D’Atri spaces. which is to say Riemannian spaces for which ever!’ 
canonical geodesic involution preserves the volume element up to sign. We show that four-dimensional 
D‘ Atri spaces which are also Einstein are necessarily locally symmetric. The same methods enable us to 
\how also that four-dimensional D’Atri spaces with anti-self-dual Weyl tensor are locally symmetric. 
Kc,vr~~ords: D‘ Atri spaces, Einstein spaces. self-dual spaces. 
.MS c./trt,sific.rrtiorl: 53ASO. 5X25. 
D’ Atri spaces have been a topic of interest in Riemannian geometry since they were in.. 
traduced by D’Atri and Nickerson [2,3]. Many examples are known and in particular all arc 
known in dimension 3 151. In this paper, our aim is to prove a conjecture about D’Atri spaces 
in dimension 4 due to Sekigawa and Vanhecke [lo], namely that four-dimensional Einsteinian 
D’Atri spaces are locally symmetric. The case of dimension 4 lends itself particularly well to 
spinor calculus and that will be our method. Along the way the method shows easily that a 
D’Atri space in dimension 4 is locally symmetric if it is Kahler, a result due to Sekigawa and 
Vanhecke [ 1 1 I. Finally we are able to show that a four-dimensional D’Atri space is locally 
sy mmetric if it has anti-self-dual (or self-dual) Weyl tensor. 
At a point /3 in a Riemannian manifold M it is possible to define a map s,, known in 
the literature variously as ‘the local geodesic symmetry at p’ [6] or ‘the canonical geodesic 
involution at p’ [ 1,131. The definition is as follows: 
.s,) : q,,(X) + exp,,(-X) 
for all X in a normal neighbourhood of the origin in T,,M. Thus s,’ is essentially inversion at /P 
on geodesics through p. It is ‘local’ and ‘geodesic’ but, while evidently an involution. is noi 
always a symmetry. 
If the maps .s,, are isometries for all p then M is locally symmetric. An apparently weakel 
condition is that the maps s,, preserve only the volume element (up to sign; if dim M is odd, 
then .s,, reverses the orientation) and this is the D’Atri condition. First studied by D’Atri and 
Nickerson [2.3], spaces satisfying this condition, which we may call D’Atri spaces. following 
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Vanhecke and Willmore [ 121, were recently reviewed by Kowalski, Priifer and Vanhecke [6]. 
They are also discussed in the recent book of Willmore [ 131. 
It is a straightforward matter to see that the D’ Atri condition on a space M imposes conditions 
on the curvature of M. These are the Ledger conditions of odd order &+i fork 3 1, [7], whose 
derivation is given for example in [6] or [ 131. The conditions are defined inductively and soon 
become very complicated. They may be phrased as the requirement hat various expressions in 
the curvature tensor and its derivatives be Killing tensors (the condition Lzk+] yields a valence 
2k Killing tensor). 
The first non-trivial odd-order Ledger condition is 
L3 : VcaRt,cj = 0, (1) 
where Rah is the Ricci tensor, 0, is the Levi-Civita connection and as usual round brackets 
indicate symmetrisation. (Here and throughout we shall be using the abstract index convention 
of Penrose and Rindler [8].) 
We shall give L5 and L7 below. Here we note that, as shown by Szabo [9], a Riemannian 
manifold M satisfying (1) is analytic in suitable coordinates. From this it follows that the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for M to satisfy the D’Atri condition are that it satisfies all 
the odd-order Ledger conditions. 
Classes of D’Atri spaces have been found and all presently-known examples are locally 
homogenous. There are many examples which are not locally symmetric, so that the D’Atri 
condition is definitely weaker. It is therefore an interesting question to find all D’Atri spaces of 
a specific dimension y1 and indeed, for each II to see how many Ledger conditions are needed to 
make M D’ Atri. It follows from the trace of (1) and the contracted Bianchi identity that the Ricci 
scalar or scalar curvature R is constant. Thus in dimension 2, L3 alone forces M to be locally 
symmetric (and therefore in particular D’Atri). In dimension 3, Kowalski has found all D’Atri 
spaces [5]. By modifying his argument, one finds that L3 alone forces A4 to be D’Atri (and in 
particular homogeneous) but not locally symmetric (see the accompanying article by Pedersen 
and Tod for the proof of this). The next case is therefore dimension 4, and that is what we shall 
consider here. (Note that, while L3 forces a Riemannian M to be homogeneous in dimensions 2 
and 3, it definitely does not do so in dimensions 5 and higher: inhomogeneous compact (and 
not Ricci-flat) solutions of (1) in dimension 5 and higher due to Pedersen and to the present 
author and Pedersen are presented in the accompanying article. Dimension 4 remains an open 
question although locally the functional freedom should be as great as that for Einstein spaces.) 
Now we make a start on the study of D’Atri spaces in dimension 4 using the two-component 
spinor formalism of Penrose and Rindler, [8]. We modify slightly the formalism as given in 
Penrose and Rindler to apply in Riemannian signature. This entails the decoupling of primed 
from unprimed spinors and the recognition of a Hermitian conjugation on spinors under which 
certain spinor fields are real. The general method is to decompose tensor expressions into their 
irreducible spinor components. These are combinations of spinor fields symmetric in all primed 
and unprimed indices separately, with the spinor ‘metrics’ or epsilon-spinors. 
The Ricci tensor is written as the combination 
Rah = -2@ ABA’B’ + iAEABcA’B’, (2) 
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where @)AHAJH,, the Ricci spinor, is a real spinor field, symmetric on both index pairs, and A 
is a real scalar related to the Ricci scalar or scalar curvature R by R = A/24. Substituting (2‘1 
into L3 as given by (1) we obtain irreducible parts which may be written 
V’” @B” 
(A’ - 0: R’C’, - VAA’@,A&,& = 0 SO that also V,~A,A = 0. (.?‘I 
It follows from (3) that the only non-vanishing irreducible parts of VA,\,@>BCBJCJ will be spinal 
fields q ,A’R’c’ and (IA’,ARC satisfying 
vAA’Q)KC.K’C’ = l A(BqC)A’B’C“ + tA’(B’jC’,ABC. (3‘1 
By taking the trace of (4) we see that 
0,:. @(.fj/j’(.’ = -;qBA’B’C’: v,c @‘C’R’BC = -$&,HC. (51 
how recall that the Bianchi identity in spinor form and taken from Penrose and Rindler can be 
M ritten 
0;s @R(-B’(” = V’R” \irA’B’(-‘n’: C“ v, a/j C’fJC = y$P,,Jj(.,]. (61 
where \iAJ,,C’DJ and \I, ABCD are the spinors corresponding respectively to the self-dual and 
anti-self-dual parts of the Weyl tensor. 
Suppose first that M is Kahler, but is not Einstein. Thus there is a covariantly constant self-- 
dual 2-form .I(,,,, the Kahler form, which corresponds to a symmetric spinor field C+J.A,H, which 
MC may call the Kahler spinor: 
.I 
Jd, = (PA'wEAH where cp,“,‘cp,” = -Sit. (71 
Since JCrh is constant. so too is (PA’R’. The commutator of covariant derivatives applied to (P,\H 
taken from [S] gives 
a,g,,<qIc.,j, = 2QH’E’(&) - 4AECA’(C.“PD’)fi’) = 0 
and 
n,JBpc.,n, = 2@/,BE’(C’$!$j = 0. 
It follows from (8) that the Weyl spinor is related to the Kahler spinor by 
(81 
(91 
q/,‘fi’(“[)’ = ~A~(,F,,~,~~‘,,J, (101 
in terms of the scalar A, while by (9) the Ricci spinor is related to the Kahler spinor by 
in terms of another symmetric spinor field VAR. 
We are now in a position to impose the Ledger condition L3 on ( 11). Since the Kahler spinor 
is constant we find from (3) that 
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so that UAB is also covariantly constant. Since we are supposing that A4 is not Einstein, UAR is 
not zero. By (1 l), UAB is real and so defines a real constant anti-self-dual bivector say Kah by 
Kab = VABEAJB’. (13) 
If Kab is suitably normalised, it will define a second Kahler form on M with respect to the op- 
posite orientation. Now, from L3, A is constant so by (10) the self-dual Weyl spinor is constant. 
An analogous argument starting with Kab makes the anti-self-dual Weyl spinor constant, while 
by (11) the Ricci spinor is constant. We conclude: 
Theorem 1. If M is four-dimensional, Kiihler and D’Atri and not Einstein then M is locally 
symmetric. This follows from L3 alone. 
Now we consider the case when M is Einstein. The Ledger condition L3 is vacuous and we 
must face the higher Ledger conditions. We shall prove: 
Theorem 2. If M is four-dimensional, Einstein and D’Atri then M is locally symmetric. This 
follows from Ls alone unless M has self-dual (or anti-self-dual) Weyl tensor when L7 is also 
needed. 
The next Ledger condition is L5 which we give in two stages: first define the tensor field 
s abed - &mbn &ndm (14) 
in terms of the Riemann tensor R,bCd, then define 
&cd = S(ubcd) 
then L5 is 
V(uTbcde) = 0. 
(15) 
(16) 
Because we are restricting to M Einstein, (1.5) simplifies. A term in T&-d of the form R2g(a&dJ 
can be discarded because it is covariantly constant. Thus in the definition of TabCd we can 
replace the Riemann tensor by the Weyl tensor. If we replace this in turn by its expression in 
terms of the Weyl spinors, then T&.d decomposes as a sum 
T abed - - Tdbcd f Ta2bcdr (17) 
where 
TLbCd = 2’P - ABCD*A’B’C’D’ (18) 
and 
T:bcd = + (1 + &(ab&d) (19) 
where I = ‘PABCD’l’~~~~ and similar for I. Note that TcLCd vanishes if M has self-dual or 
anti-self-dual Weyl tensor, We suppose for the moment that this is not the case. 
Now (16) requires the completely symmetric part of a valence 5 tensor to vanish. We must 
decompose this into spinor irreducibles. If we write (p, 4) for the symmetric spinor field with p 
unprimed indices and q primed ones, then (16) has parts which are (5S) and (1,l )only; the part 
(3.3) which would be expected to appear is zero because any contracted derivative of +,,$,<(.I) 
or $,,,,,J,,~J~, vanishes by the Bianchi identity in an Einstein space. 
The non-trivial parts of ( 16) are therefore 
V$(\T, R=“qJH’(.‘I)‘E’)) = 0 (30) 
and 
V,(I + II, = 0. (31) 
It follows from (20), taking account of the Bianchi identity (6) with @ARA,KJ equated to zero. 
rhat 
VAA’~/K/lE = VA’(A+BCDE): V*,A,9fj’(.‘[)‘F, = - V,,(,,,+/H’(.‘,)‘E’, cq31 _& 
for some real vector VAA,. 
If’ we transvect he first of (22) with q’C”” and the second with $R’C”“E’ we find 
v,, I = t I v<,: v,,i = - Gv . 5 ‘1 (23) 
Thus the product Ii is constant. However, by (2 1) the sum is also constant, so that I and 7 are 
individually constant. This entails, via (23), that V, is zero, whence by (22) the Weyl spinors 
are covariantly constant. Since the space is Einstein, this means that the Riemann tensor is 
covariantly constant which proves Theorem 2. We return to the case when M has self-dual 
or anti-self-dual Weyl tensor, and let us suppose for definiteness that it is anti-self-dual. Thus 
$,J,,+,,,,, is zero and from L5 we learn only that 
I = const. (24) 
We now need LT. This can be found in [6] or [13]. As before we shall give it in two stages: 
define the tensor field 
then define 
when L7 is 
In the definition of Tuhcdrf recalling that M is Einstein, we can replace the Riemann tensor 
by the Weyl tensor, discarding covariant-constant pieces. The resulting redefined tensor can be 
written 
in terms of the scalar 
(29) 
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and the symmetric tensor 
Tub = V,‘PCDEFVbqc~~~ (30) 
so that L7 (27) is equivalent o 
9V,, Tbc) - 16g(,bV,) J = 0. (31) 
Our next aim will be to show that the scalar J is constant. From the trace of (31) we find 
32V, J = 6VbT,h + 3&T; (32) 
while from differentiating the Bianchi identity in an Einstein space we find a ‘wave equation’ 
on the Weyl spinor: 
V’v,qBCDE = 6qPQ(BcwDE) 
PQ 
- 12AqBCDE (33) 
which, transvected with qBCDE leads to 
@BCDEVuV(I\IlgcD~ = 6J - 12AI. 
By (24), I is constant so that 
0 = VnV,J = 2\IrBCDEV”V,+BcDE + 2Va\IrBCDEV,qBcD& 
From (35), the trace of (30) and (34) we obtain 
T,” + 65 - 12AI = 0. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
Return to (33) and transvect with VbqBCDE to find 
Vb\I,BCDEVaVa\IIB‘-DE = 2VbJ (37) 
using the constancy of I. 
Finally note that, by the definition (30) of Tab 
v”T,b - ;v&f = vb\IIBCDEvavaqBCDE 
+ V”qB‘-DE(VaVb - V&)qBCDE. 
(38) 
On the right hand side of (38) we may use the Ricci identity and (37) to arrive at 
V”Tar, - $,T; = $VbJ (39) 
and this with (32) and (36) suffices to prove that J is constant. 
The significance of this is that J, with I from (19), makes up the complete set of invariants 
in the Weyl tensor (see eg. [S]). Thus if the Weyl tensor is regarded as an endomorphism CabCd 
on 2-forms, then its characteristic polynomial has constant coefficients and so its eigen-values 
are constant. 
Now we use the following result: 
Theorem 3. If A4 is four-dimensional and Einstein with anti-self-dual Weyl tensor, and all 
invariants of the Weyl tensor are constant then M is locally-symmetric. 
This follows from a result of Derdzinski quoted by Willmore [13, p. 2631 and soon to 
appear [4]. We shall provide a proof of this result different from that of Derdzinski and based 
on spinor calculus. This will then complete the proof of Theorem 2. The proof is tedious in detail 
but straightforward in outline. The idea is to use a spinor basis consisting of princ@zl spirzor.s 
in the sense of Penrose and Rindler [8] to be explained below. In this basis, the condition 
on the Weyl spinor implies that the components of the Weyl spinor are constant. Now the 
contracted Bianchi identity on the Weyl spinor enables the covariant derivative of the basis to 
be determined in terms of the basis itself together with a few constants and another spinor field. 
Given the covariant derivative of the basis, the Ricci identity applied to the basis leads rapidly 
to the result desired. Suppose then that (I* is a principal spinor of the Weyl spinor, i.e., a spinor 
field Tatisfying 
II, AHCII /~RCL)O 0 0 0 = 0. (40) 
There are in general four solutions, up to scale. of (40), in two complex-conjugate pairs since 
the Hermitian conjugate otA also satisfies 
~AH(‘I~(~ 
‘f/lC)tH ()tc,tLl 
= 0. (31) 
We impose the normalisation 
t o,\o = 1 (33) 
and take (0,‘. dA ) as a basis of spinors. The basis is fixed up to choice of the other complex 
cot!jugate pair and up to phase changes: 
a I‘reedom which we shall exploit below. 
Given (40) and (41), we may expand +ABCD in the basis, when it necessarily takes the form 
I 
* ,~H(‘J) = ~XO(,JO~OCO~,, + ~Yo(AoBo~.o~) - ~XO~AO~O~O~, (43) 
for a complex function X and a real function Y. The invariants of the Weyl spinor are now 
1 = ~AIK’I,~ 
ABC/l 
= 6Y” + 8x2. 
J = Q,,,,$%C.,IEFQEFAB = -6Y(Y’ -t 2Xx). 
(45) 
The constancy of I and J entails the constancy of Y and Xx. Using a change of phase (43) we 
can ensure that X as well as Y is constant, which ends the first stage in the argument. 
The covariant derivative of the spinor basis can be expressed in terms of a real l-form V,, 
and a complex l-form W,, as 
VA,Zl’(jb = i V~A’ojj f w~A’o;. 
VAA’ciL = -iVAA’& - WAA’oB 
(46) 
and we can expand these 1 -forms in the basis in terms of spinor fields (YA’, @,A, and YA, as 
V,,\;r, = LYA,OA + CXXfO~t 
.i 
WAA’ = PA’o,~ + YA,~,. (37) 
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The idea now is to impose the Bianchi identity (6) with the Einstein condition which is just 
VAJAqA&-D = 0. (48) 
Substituting into (48) for ~ABCD from (44) and for the derivatives of the basis from (46) and 
(47) we arrive at two equations (plus their complex conjugates). These are 
X(2i(YA’ + 4&) + 3Y& = 0. 
X(-2ic& + 2BA’) + 3Yfi1, - 2X& = 0. 
(49) 
An important sub-case to consider first is X = 0. If Y is also zero, then the space is conformally- 
flat and Einstein, so locally-symmetric. Assume that Y is non-zero, then it follows from (49) 
that PA’ and YA, both vanish. By (47) W, vanishes and so from (46) we find 
However this equation implies that the 2-form Jbc = ~~O~BO&EB,C, is covariantly-constant and 
defines a Kahler form for M: M is Einstein-Kahler and we are back to the case dealt with 
earlier, which is locally symmetric. Henceforth, we may suppose X is non-zero and we can 
solve equations (49) for a A’ and PA, in terms of )/A( and vi,. The result can be written as 
UA’ = <v/t’ + &; DA' = Cj'A' + WY;', (50) 
where 
r = _2iX(3Y2 +4Xx) 
3X(Y2 + 4XX) ’ 
p = +. 
iY(9Y2 + 2OXX) 
C-51) 
4XY 
t=- 
3(Y2 + 4XX) * ’ = 6X(Y2 +4Xx) ’ 
At this stage, we have the derivative of the basis in terms of the basis itself, the constants X 
and Y and the spinor fields YA’ and vi, . The final step in the proof is to commute derivatives on 
the basis and use the Ricci identities: 
VA'(AV;;oC = qAl3CDo n - 21\0(AcB)C. (52) 
Substituting from (46) into (52) and taking components in the basis we are led to 
~VA#(AV/; - WA,(AWRA, = *A~C~OCOtu + ~Ao(AoL,, (53) 
VA~(A Wii + 2iV~tc~W$ = -*ABC~O'O~ - ~AoAoR. (54) 
These equations involve the derivative of the field ~AJ so we need a new variable: define 
VA = VAA’V 
A' 
= XOA + L'o; (55) 
and introduce q = YA’y tA’ We shall find that (53) and (54) regarded as a set of equations . 
for X, Y, x, y and CJJ is overdetermined and has no solutions for X non-zero. To see this, first 
contract (54) with oAoB to find 
cp(~ - ir> + 4’ = 0 
so that 
Next contract (53) with o~-~o-” to find 
<cp +i<x - iq_V + i&f = - X. 
Solve this for xX using (56) to find 
sx= - 
3XX(YZ +4xX) + (pY(3Y’ + 4XX) 
2(3Y’ + 4x2) 2(Y1t-4xx) 
Finally contract (54) with c#o’-~ to find 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
--x - -Up - y[ + icp(q + ii + 3ijp + 3Ct) = - 2X. (SC)) 
Eliminate .Y and .V from (59) with the aid of (56) and (58); then by good fortune cp disappears 
from the calculation and we are left with 
XX(9Y’ + 16Xx) = 0. (60) 
Since we are assuming that X is non-zero, this amounts to a contradiction, proving Theorem 3. 
With Theorem 3. we complete the proof of Theorem 2 that Einsteinian D’Atri spaces in 
dimension 4 are locally symmetric. It is natural to seek other classes of 4-dimensional D’ Atri 
spaces for similar treatment and one candidate is those with anti-self-dual (or self-dual) Weyl 
tensor. We shall prove: 
Theorem 4. !f‘ M is four-dimensionul and D’Atri with anti-self-dual We_vl tensor therl M i.y 
loc~~l!\~ symmetric. Thi.s,fijlloHjs from L3 if M is not Einstein. 
To prove this, we begin with L3 which gives us (3). The condition on the Weyl tensor means 
that ~,,,B,c.,,,, is zero so that by (5) and (6), so is ~AAJB,(“. The derivative of the Ricci spinor 
Q, \b,., ,I’ is now given by a simplified version of (4): 
VA,l’@‘KC.K’C’ = ~A’(B’k)AB(‘. (61) 
We commute derivatives on @ABA,H’ and use the Ricci identities to obtain information about 
the derivative of <(“AB(‘. Specifically we Cahdate 
aE’A’@B(’ 
A ’ 
C’ = )?E’A’B’F’ @‘jC’BC + )?E’A’C’ F’QF’/~‘BC 
(63) 
+ @E,AJB,~@~ c’*:C’ + @)E’A’CF@A’(.‘BF 
again with conventions as in Penrose and Rindler, [ 81. The lefthand sides of (62) and (63) are 
found from (6 1) to be respectively 
+A(B’&“,KA (63) 
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and 
V/,E+ABc + $&&,‘<AA’~c. (65) 
Tracing (63) on E’C’ shows that the divergence V’AA,C~*~‘s~ vanishes, so we can add twice 
(62) to (63) and eliminate derivatives of GA’ARc completely. What results is an identity relating 
the curvature spinors, namely; 
QEC 
AF 
@AFE’Cl = ~A@EcE’c’ - 3@,5(~’ FF’ @C’)CFF’. (66) 
This is a strong condition, which follows from L3 alone, and we could certainly obtain more 
information by differentiating it. However to prove Theorem 4 it is convenient now to consider 
Ls. The relevant Killing tensor is determined by (14) and ( 15). We calculate this, dropping 
pieces which are already known by Lx to be Killing tensors. We find 
Tahcd = g(ab Ycd) . (67) 
where 
Y&, = -2qAR CD @f-D*JB, - ~@*AJ~~‘@~BJcc, 
+ +(Rcf R,,f + @pQRs+pQ/&a& 
(68) 
This can be simplified with the aid of (66), and again dropping pieces which are known Killing 
tensors, to give 
Yah = 4@A(A’ “‘@B’)BCC + $1 + Rcf Q)g,h (6% 
with I as in (19). The Ledger condition (16) is now equivalent o 
and one irreducible part of this is 
V(* (A’YBC) 
B’C’) = 0 
Using (69) we can write this as 
cpF’(* (A’vBB’@C)c’) F‘F’ 1 0. (70) 
Now substitute from (61) to find 
%A 
F(A’B’ -C’) 
4 BC)F = 0. (71) 
Analysis of this algebraic relation will enable us to complete the proof of Theorem 4. The 
method is simply to look at (71) in components. Accordingly we pick arbitrary normalised 
dyads (OA’, oL,) and (0 A, 01) of primed and unprimed spinors. We expand YAJABC and (DABAJB, 
first in the primed dyad as 
~A~ABC = O*,~ABC + ~J~J~Lc, (72) 
L I 
@ABA’B’ = OA’OB’VAB + 2iO(A’O&pAS + O~ZO~~VAB (73) 
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for spinor fields A. ABC, uAB and vAB with PAR real. Then (71) is equivalent to the pair of 
equations: 
VF(AkBC)F = 0, (74) 
&&,F_ + 2i,&&C,F = 0. (75) 
Now we expand vAH and h ABC in the unprimed dyad as 
UAB = XOAOB + 24’O(~Oj3) + ZoLot,. (76) 
AAH(‘ = XOAOBOC + 3Yo(,40~0:, + ~ZO(AO~,O:, -I- WO~O~~Q; (77) 
for complex scalars x. y, z, X, Y, 2, W, and substitute into (74). We obtain the system of linear 
equations 
-?;x-XY =o, 
ZX-tZY -2xz=o, 
2zY-~Z-xW=O, 
(78) 
zz - ,vw = 0. 
As a system of equations for (X, Y, Z, W), there is no non-trivial solution unless the determinant 
( y2 - xz,)* is zero. This is the condition for VA8 in (76) to be a perfect square, when we may 
redetine the unprimed dyad to set 
and the system (78) then implies 
To satisfy (74) we therefore have 
(i) h,~~c = 0; VA8 arbitrary; 
(ii) vAB = 0; ~ABC arbitrary; 
three cases: 
(79) 
(80) 
(iii) the solution in (79) and (80). 
Turning to (75) in these three cases we find 
(i) (75) is vacuous: 
(ii) if AARC # 0 then repeating the analysis to (78), /LAB is a perfect square, but PAR is real 
so /L/,8 = 0; 
(iii) the equations 
XX = 0 = X/LAB. 
Taking these in turn, (i) by (72) means ~A,ABC = 0 whence the Ricci tensor is covariantly 
constant. We shall return to this possibility. Case (ii) is Einstein and dealt with previously. In 
case (iii) either X = 0 when we are back to (i) or x and /_L,JB are both zero when we are back 
to Einstein. Suppose then that the Ricci tensor is constant: 
V,, Rhc. = 0 (811) 
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then also 
0 = &‘CrVJ+,Rcd 
=e Uh(? R ld R,y 
= *Ccrc/R,f 
or equivalently 
qAB 
CD 
@CDA,Bl = 0. (82) 
We choose a new dyad of principal spinors as in (44) so that 
L 
~ABCD = 4X0(,40aOcOL, + ~YO(AOBO:O:, - 4X0~A0~0~0~), 
but now we also expand @.ABA’B’ as 
L _L L 
@ABA~B/ = OAOBVAJB~ + ~~OC,~O;)P,~~BJ + 0a0’,tJaj,,, 
where pAtB1 is real. Substituting (83) and (84) into (82) results in a pair of equations 
Yvi(,, + 2iXp,4lB, = 0, 
-XviJBc + 2iYpAjp + Xu,.y~/ = 0. 
If X = 0 then these are equivalent to 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
when the space is either conformally flat or Einstein and either way we are done. If X # 0 
then 
iY 
p/,1& = djly,, 
2x 
but /LA/B’ is real SO also 
-iY 
PA~B’ = TVA’B’. 
If Y # 0 then substituting these into (86) gives 
(Y2 + 2XX)!+B’ = 0. 
This implies that U,J~B~ and therefore also CABBY vanish and by (84) the space is Einstein again. 
If Y = 0 then (86) is just 
L 
XU’A’B’ = Xvi<,, 
so there is a real $AJBJ with 
VA/B, = X$AjB,, !_Jjl,~, = XI$AJB, 
and by (84) the Ricci spinor is 
(87) 
There are various ways to proceed from here. One is to impose (81) on (87) to find 
XKCVRA’@H’C’ + ~/?‘C’V**‘XR(. = 0. (88) 
Now trunsvect (88) with XHC to find 
V,~A’c$R’(.’ = -$$H’C’VAA’ log(X B“XBC) 
from which it follows that $J~,(” defines a Kahler form 
and we can call on Theorem 1 to complete the proof of Theorem 4. 
It remains to be seen whether the use of spinor calculus enables all the D’ Atri spaces or all 
solutions of (1) in dimension 4 to be found. 
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